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SERIES 智慧型机器人掃地机
ROBOTIC VACUUM CLEANER
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Slim design 76mm thick
Capable of cleaning marble, wood, linoleum and tile
Mopping functions with electrostatic paper for perfect dust cleaning
With three cleaning program “Random, Spiral and Along the wall”
to enhance maximum cleaning area
Lower noise level 65db
One button easy operation
Specially designed “sweep and suck“ motion that hardly tangles hair
Built-in anti cliff sensors reduce the possibility of the unit from falling down stairs
Automatically cut off when the cover is open
Touch-sensitive bumper senses obstacles
Reduce getting stuck events by slim body

M285D With Simple docking station













Slim 70mm thick design
AI robotic vacuum cleaner with docking station operates with rechargeable battery,
two side brushes and vacuum at the same time
Capable of cleaning marble, wood, linoleum and tile
Mopping functions with electrostatic paper for perfect dust cleaning
With four clean programming “Random, Spiral, Along the wall and Z-type”
to enhance maximum cleaning area
Lower noise level 65db
One button easy operation
Specially designed “sweep and suck“ motion that hardly tangles hair
Built-in anti cliff sensors reduce the possibility of the unit from falling down stairs
Auto cut off power when wheel jammed
Touch sensitive Bumper reduce the possibility of the unit being trapped by the
furniture or obstacles, and it's smart enough to get out of tight places
The cleaning area is maximized with two side brushes design
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Ultra slim 50mm design
With three cleaning program “Random, Spiral and Along the wall” to enhance
maximum cleaning area
Lower noise level 65db
One button easy operation
Specially designed “sweep and suck“ motion that hardly tangles hair
Built-in anti cliff sensors reduce the possibility of the unit from falling down stairs
Dust bin full indicator
Automatically cut off when the cover is open
Touch-sensitive bumper senses obstacles
Reduce getting stuck events by slim body

*Specifications are subject to change without notice.

